Replacing an ETL tool?

Choose the biGENIUS ETL Converter!

Is your old ETL tool too expensive, too complicated, too static or it will no longer be supported? We have the solution for you: the biGENIUS ETL Converter.

Whatever challenges you face, our highly automated migration of all data structures and ETL processes to biGENIUS will overcome them and solve many other issues. With the biGENIUS ETL Converter, you can quickly and reliably convert the entire management of your data warehouse to biGENIUS, our state-of-the-art data analytics automation solution.

Of course, we don’t just migrate 1:1 from your tool to biGENIUS. Our smart methods and algorithms detect anomalies and redundancies in ETL processes, allowing you to standardise your processes.

For example, you can use the migration as an opportunity to introduce long-awaited naming conventions, ensure code policies, or implement basic methods such as error handling or historisation of data in the same way everywhere.
Offering

1. Analysis of existing ETL processes
   - Assessment of the complexity of structures and processes
   - Identification and explanation of critical areas
   - Estimation of the migration effort = basis for the migration project

2. Migration using the biGENIUS ETL Converter
   - E: Extracts data structures and ETL processes from ETL metadata and/or the DWH
   - T: Transforms this information into the biGENIUS migration format
   - L: Loads the transformed migration data to the biGENIUS metadata repository
   - Identifies similarities in processes and proposes standardisations
   - Extensive configuration options for individual requirements
   - Automatic execution of configured migration runs within a few minutes
   - CI/CD capable

3. Extensive migration support
   - Upon request, we support the entire migration process
   - Planning, organisation, communication, infrastructure, adaptation, migration, testing, optimisation and much more.

Your benefits
   - biGENIUS modules for DWH platforms (Oracle, SQL Server, Spark, RedShift etc.)
   - We are happy to provide training, coaching and development
   - Flexible, individual adaptations of the generators to your requirements are possible
   - ... and all the other benefits of biGENIUS

ABOUT biGENIUS
biGENIUS automates the entire lifecycle and supports the whole DataOps of analytical data management solutions (e.g. data warehouses, data lakes, data marts, Big Data, real-time analytics, etc.). biGENIUS enables you to Build modern Data Analytics Solutions from Scratch or modernize your existing legacy analytical data solutions to a leading-edge solution in minimum time and without unnecessary manual effort. www.bigenius.info

Contact
Questions or concerns? Gregor is looking forward to hearing from you.
Tel.: +43 (133) 235 31 03
E-Mail: gregor.zeiler@bigenius.info